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Policy for transfer of applicants/ certified clients under Ready Mix Concrete Plant 

Certification Scheme 

(RMCPCS) applicable w.e.f. 12 March 2024 in addition to the existing scheme 

requirements 

In view of the withdrawal of approval of any CB under the scheme Ready Mix Concrete Plant 

Certification Scheme (RMCPCS) 

The following shall be adhered while transferring the applicant/ certified clients to other CB: 

1. Management of certified approved clients and transfer of clients shall be done through 

QCI. 

2. Clients shall be distributed based on geographical proximity and random selection 

among accredited CBs (in case, accredited CBs are not available clients can be 

transferred to provisionally approved CBs).  Further, if any accredited CB is not ready 

QCI may distribute those clients among rest of the approved CBs. 

3. Formal consent need to be given by all the CBs for proposed distribution and other 

arrangements defined by QCI. 

4. CB for which approval has been withdrawn, is requested to provide following details- 

- Application 

- Audit Reports 

- Certificate  

- Any other relevant information like pending payment 

5. There will be no change in existing certification cycle. 

6. CB shall follow the financials arrangements between Certified clients and TUV SUD 

post transfer of clients till the current certification cycle. 

7. New CB need to issue updated certificate for rest of the cycle and send the revised 

contractual agreement to QCI 

8. No transfer audit is required, as all the CBs are approved under the scheme by QCI 

and NABCB, however CB can review the documents and credentials before formal 

takeover by the certified clients. 

9. CBs shall follow same fee structure as agreed by earlier CB for rest of the certification 

cycle. 

10. 03 months extension can be granted for conduct of surveillance audits; however, no 

window is allowed for extension of validity of certificate due to transfer. 

11. In case, any operational challenges faced while executing the transfer policy QCI may 

issue further guidelines to address the same. 

12. QCI decisions and guidelines shall be final and binding to all the parties involved in 

transfer process. 

13. Any further query related to transfer of clients may be send to QCI email 

padd_schemes@qcin.org 
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